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THE GREATER TOLEDO FUTBOL CLUB INTRODUCES GTFC WEST
GTFC Impact Adds Campus with Dynamic Coaching Duo Matt Nagel and Matt Reny

It is with great pleasure that GTFC Impact Director of Coaching, Michael Albert, announces the addition of Matt
Nagel and Matt Reny to our elite-level coaching staff. The “Matt’s” have been a dynamic duo and spent the last
several years working together.
“We have had a friendly working relationship with both Matt and Matt for several years. Our clubs play
friendlies together on a regular basis and the relationship evolved to the point where we felt like it was a great
opportunity to work together,” stated Albert “I’m excited to add two D-licensed coaches to our stable and know
that their influence on the newly founded GTFC West will immediately give the program credibility and
respect.”
GTFC Impact Executive Director, Mike Aubry, is also excited about the hire. “The best thing about Matt Nagel
and Matt Reny is their devout commitment to their families. They have always been great people first and great
coaches second. Anyone that knows them personally or professionally knows their character is the gold
standard for coaches.”
“Matt Reny and I are excited by the opportunity to join the GTFC Family. Joining the collaborative GTFC team
and surrounding ourselves with a respected and experienced coaching staff will allow us to further enhance the
soccer experience we can provide to young athletes and their families. The GTFC program has been an anchor
institution of this community for decades and integrating together for the greater benefit of the Northwest Ohio
Competitive Soccer Community is an exciting leap forward for us. “ –Matt Nagel
Please join us in welcoming Matt Nagel and Matt Reny and their families to our GTFC Impact program!
Complete bios and more information on the GTFC West program can be found at www.GreaterToledoFC.org.
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